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NEW! Image Critique Forum Software

NPN is pleased to announce the unveiling of its new, proprietary image critique forum software. The new software not only 
streamlines and greatly simplifies the image critique process, but with a thumbnail display of all images, adds a whole new 
level of fun to the process! Benefits include a much simplified method for N/TPN Members to upload their images, the ability 
to view thumbnail pages by photographer, choose custom background colors and much more. Be sure to see the new 
software in action and check out our full report in the current issue of Nature Photographers Online Magazine.

Navigation Tip - Looking for any easy way to tell your friends how to find us? Tell them to log on to Yahoo! 
or Google and enter a search for the phrase “nature photography.” Nature Photographers Online Magazine 
will be listed at or near the top! 
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NEW! Travel Photographers Online Magazine

Interested in more than just nature photography? Do you enjoy travel, vacation and 
adventure photography? If so, be sure to check out our newest online publication, Travel 
Photographers Online Magazine. Based on the NPN model, “TPN” includes articles on 
travel photography, an interactive section for travel photography discussion and image 
critique using our new, proprietary IC software, a monthly “cover shot” and a Gift Shoppe 
section with items of interest to the travel photographer. TravelPhotographers.net 
maintains the NPN tradition of excellence with unsurpassed quality of content and 
presentation – be sure to pay us a visit at www.travelphotographers.net.

NEW! PhotoPortfolios.net

Members of the Nature and Travel Photographers Network will soon have yet another 
extraordinary benefit at their disposal – online photographer portfolios. Located on our 
new, soon to be launched website, www.photoportfolios.net, all current and future 
members of the Nature and Travel Photographers Network will be entitled to a 40-image 
portfolio as part of their N/TPN membership. Based on our new IC forum software, the 
new online portfolios will be “photo buyer friendly” to enable our members to not only 
display their work, but to effectively market it on the Internet as well. PhotoPortfolios.net – 
online soon!

NEW! Editorial Schedule

Our two online publications, Nature Photographers and Travel Photographers now 
employ a new, “throughout the month” system of adding editorial content. Instead of a 
single, all-at-once change-out at the end of the month, new content is added regularly 
throughout the entire month. As a result, you can look forward to new content on a 
weekly basis. Be sure to check out the Front Page of each site often!

The NEW Network News Journal

Our quarterly members’ journal, the Network News, will now offer expanded coverage, including articles on nature and travel 
photography by top-name pros. Available only to members of the Nature and Travel Photographers Network, the Network 
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News is offered in Adobe PDF for download on the Nature Photographers web site. The next issue of the Networks News 
Journal will be available for download in January 2004.

All for $39 a year?

The new Nature and Travel Photographers Network benefit package has never been more valuable!

●     The Internet's premier nature and travel photography resources 
●     Image hosting for both Travel Photographers and Nature Photographers image critique forums 
●     Your own 40-image online portfolio on the soon to be launched PhotoPortfolios.net web site 
●     The Network News Journal, a members-only quarterly publication 
●     Plus much more! 

Be sure to check out all of the benefits of membership in the Members Section of Nature Photographers Online Magazine.

Comments, questions or suggestions?

Drop us a line at editor@naturephotographers.net. If you no longer wish to receive the Network e-News, use the link at the 
bottom of the page to unsubscribe.
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